First Aid for the Psychiatry Clerkship: Second Edition (First Aid Series)

Shortcut To Success

This student-to-student guide helps you: discover med students secret weapon for the clerkship; impress on the wards and succeed in the clerkship; get answers to shelf-exam questions from students who passed; remember the essentials with high-yield topics, mnemonics, and pocket-sized reminders; and apply the First Aid formula for clerkship success! This insiders guide to psychiatry clerkship success is the only student-to-student, step-by-step guide to clerkship success. It includes: hundreds of recently tested high-yield topics from shelf exams and the USMLE Step 2; exam, wards, and typical scenario boxes for last-minute review; insider tips for outstanding performance on the wards and exams; Classifieds section does the research for you, featuring high-yield websites and top extracurricular opportunities and scholarships; and a bonus: pocket-sized tear-out cards with essential wards information!

I used this product along with case files psych. I sometimes referred to the Kaplan and Saddock book and found that FA psych is like having a high yield version of this very book. I was expecting FA to be high yield and was pleased to see it take after the book that both my school and attending had wanted me to be following (ie - Kaplan and Saddock).

The best thing about this book for me are the mini cases in the side notes. They were a nice way to quickly review subjects I didnt want to spend a lot of time on. I am little suprised that some of the mnemonics from FA step 1 were not present, but most are.

The only negative (and this doesnt just pertain to this book) is that I dont think there is really any one good book to completely help you ace this clerkship, but by adding case files psych I was pleased.
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